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ABOUT US
The Diversity Partnership works closely with organisations to help them attract, develop and retain a diverse and
inclusive workforce. TDP delivers game-changing diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) culture strategies and training
sessions for some of the world’s best-known companies, including Spotify, Slack, Fiit and Papier. The DEI consultancy
has been built on the founding principle that there are four interconnected pillars which are central to all forward thinking
and people-first organisations of today. TDP believes these pillars, which consist of Belonging, Inclusion, Diversity &
Equity (BIDE), should never exist in isolation, but should instead be wholly intertwined with one another. Through its
tried and tested approach, TDP helps to turn an organisation’s BIDE intent into reality and build a truly inclusive work
culture.
Through a partnership with us, we will partner with you in building bespoke actions plans, deliver thought provoking
workshops and guide you in how to be proactive allies and ensure your workforce is fulfilled, empowered and built on
equitable practices. We will help you to become an employer of choice that has inclusion at its heart and nurtures
belonging for all employees.
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THE PARTNERS
Founder & DEI Director: After being featured in the New York Times, Abi is often described as the future of
DEI thought leaders as well as an inspirational speaker, writer and anti-racism campaigner. As a DEI consultant
Abi has a proven track record of delivering positive global DEI culture strategies and facilitating DEI sessions for
some of the world’s best-known companies (Spotify, Slack, Fiit, Papier) and has been instrumental in developing
some great frameworks when it comes to making sure organisations and brand were hiring and promoting as
inclusively as possible. Abi focuses on being an advocate for equality and helping people overcome the gold
elephant in the room when it comes to having uncomfortable conversations about race as well as other
intersectional identities. To help develop her understanding of the complexities of race and inclusion, she is
currently studying for an MA in Race, Media & Social Justice at Goldsmiths University.
Head of People & DEI: Stasia is an experienced HR leader with over seven years of HR Generalist exposure in
start ups and global companies, in the tech (Badoo/Bumble), creative (Animade) and travel and tourism (Big Bus
Tours) sector.
Stasia delivers both operational and strategic HR services featuring a DEI lens, including leading process and
change management projects, coaching, support and training, with a particular focus on recruitment, on-boarding,
performance management, employee engagement, equality, diversity and inclusion, culture and values and policies
and procedures.
Stasia has penned some of the best company handbooks and people strategies that global organisations are still
benefiting from today.
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING
All of our workshops and training sessions are designed specifically for the needs for your business, which means they are
bespoke to you. Whether you’re looking for inclusive leadership development, anti racism, privilege awareness and so much
more - we can do that. Our courses are penned by some of the brightest minds in diversity, equity and inclusion and have a
mix of lived experience, skills and education.
Some of our most sort after courses are:
❖

DEI 101: back to basics

❖

Allyship

❖

Recognising and challenging bias

❖

Conscious inclusion for hiring managers

❖

Anti-racism

❖

Inclusive leadership development

❖

LGBTQ+ and intersectionality

❖

Inclusive language

❖

Privilege awareness

❖

Facilitated conversations around DEI subjects

❖

Neurodiversity

❖

Gender identities
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PEOPLE AND TALENT
With over 15 years experience behind us we help many organisations with all things people and talent. We’re not fans of
using the term “HR” as we don’t believe that the people in your organisation are “resources”. We know the success of an
organisation depends on the people within.
In order to champion fair people practices, we offer support with a wide range of people and talent services, including:

❖

Recruitment and onboarding

❖

Recognition and reward

❖

Learning, development and performance management

❖

ERGs and DEI committees

❖

Handbook, policies and playbooks

❖

Interview panel techniques

❖

DEI and engagement metrics and surveys

❖

HR audits
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STRATEGY
We will write bespoke strategy plans for you to ensure that DEI is woven into every aspect of organisation. We will identify
any DEI challenges and route causes; devise a strategy with clear objectives; implement the strategy with a focus on internal
communications and reporting.
We also do:
❖

Bespoke DEI organisational frameworks

❖

Full culture audits

❖

Listening groups with insights

❖

121 training

❖

Stakeholder interviews

❖

Departmental D&I action plans

❖

Leadership and management coaching

❖

DEI committees
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THE POWER OF DIVERSITY AND
INCLUSION
The benefits of diversity in the workplace are immense. It improves workplace productivity, company culture, employee
retention, and fights biases. It also helps with your company's reputation for being an inclusive employer. DEI initiatives
also;
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❖

Encourage individuality within an organisation

❖

Increase productivity and problem solving

❖

Attract and retain talent

❖

Improve employee engagement

❖

Improve reduced employee turnover

❖

Encourage personal growth and development

❖

Result in increased profits

❖

Result in a better company reputation

The Amy Cooper Central Park Incident:
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/amy-coopers-karens-world-your-time-up-abi-adamson/
Capitalise ‘B’ in Black:
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/normalise-capitalising-b-black-when-talking-race-abi-ada
mson/

Some of our
favourite
articles (yes
Abi wrote
most of
them!)😁

Pay Black women what they’re owed:
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/you-cant-pick-my-brains-free-abi-adamson-the-diversity
-ajagun-/
Diversity does not mean minority:
https://www.yorkshirepost.co.uk/business/diversity-does-not-mean-minority-abi-adamso
n-3147201
Black LinkedIn Is Thriving. Does LinkedIn Have a Problem With That?:
https://www-nytimes-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.nytimes.com/2020/10/08/busi
ness/black-linkedin.amp.html
How HR can be detrimental to building an inclusive workforce:
https://www.thediversitypartnership.org/post/how-hr-can-be-detrimental-to-building-an-i
nclusive-workforce
George Floyd: A year on:
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https://www.thediversitypartnership.org/post/george-floyd-a-year-on

all about love by bell hooks: In a world where there is so much division and
miscommunication, before we understand others, we must first understand
ourselves. Where better to look but inside our hearts? (cheesy we know) BUT in a
book dedicated to how love manifests and how personal it is to each of us, we think
that’s a great place to starts as it helps us reconnect with our lost or forgotten
empathy.

Some of our
favourite
books to get
you started!📚
(blurbs taken from goodreads except ‘all about love’ which Abi Adamson made up)

Sister Outsider by Audre Lorde: A collection of fifteen essays written between
1976 and 1984 gives clear voice to Audre Lorde's literary and philosophical
personae. These essays explore and illuminate the roots of Lorde's intellectual
development and her deep-seated and longstanding concerns about ways of
increasing empowerment among minority women writers and the absolute necessity
to explicate the concept of difference—difference according to sex, race, and
economic status.
Women Don’t Owe You Pretty: Florence Given: Florence writes about and
shares her lived experiences on the topic of intersectional feminism, relationships,
body image and self-esteem for women. This is the ultimate book for anyone who
wants to challenge the outdated narratives supplied to us by the patriarchy.
Diversify: June Sarpong: A book which covers diversity in many forms. From
under represented men to disabled people, from social class to women and sexality
to diverse thought whether political or religious, the book seeks to challenge the
assumptions we make.
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SOME OF OUR CLIENTS
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CLIENT TESTIMONIALS
“Thank you so much for your presentation to Apptio today. Your passion brings home the impact of the topics you brought to us. It’s
the best compilation of solid material I’ve seen - things I can use in my interactions with family and colleagues to work to be an ally.”
Apptio
“We were so lucky to have Abi Adamson visit Maison Papier this week and lead an incredible session with us on Anti-racism &
cultural appropriation. Such a valuable experience, the more educated on this topic we are, the better we can do going forward in every
element of our working lives. Thank you Abi!” Papier
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“Abi had the perfect blend for us of teaching in a non preachy way, a lot of realism and an ability to put our team at ease within the
first few minutes. I personally really appreciated the frank way in which Abi addressed the elephants in the room. It helped to
normalise the conversation for us all to participate.” Forward Partners
“Abi led our team through a meaningful, spirited discussion on the origins of systemic racism, how it has impacted communities of
color - particularly the Black community - and what direction we should take as allies moving forward. This workshop was a
foundational one that everyone needed to hear, no matter how uncomfortable some of us felt. As an expert in this field, she called us
into this conversation from an angle of “racism is everyone’s problem” and broke down the many forms racism takes. I truly wish this
session lasted longer, because it sparked genuine feedback and vulnerability from teammates that I had never witnessed before. Please
please please...if you are considering how to bring diversity, equity, and inclusion to the forefront of your organization/team, speak to
Abi. She took our individual team’s needs and crafted an effective workshop on how to be an authentic ally. I cannot recommend The
Diversity Partnership enough and their lifelong work to break down systemic racism and oppression.” Spotify
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